
BioAFM and nanoIR
Innovation with Integrity

The Advanced Science Research Center, in collaboration with Bruker, is pleased to present a 
seminar on BioAFM and nanoIR technologies.

The Advanced Science Research Center (ASRC) at The Graduate Center of The City University 
of New York (CUNY) elevates scientific research and education at CUNY and beyond through 
initiatives in five distinctive, but increasingly interconnected disciplines: environmental 
sciences, nanoscience, neuroscience, photonics, and structural biology. The ASRC promotes 
a collaborative, interdisciplinary research culture with researchers from each of the initiatives 
working side-by-side in the ASRC’s core facilities, sharing equipment that is among the most 
advanced available. 

Agenda
10:30 - 10:45    Introduction to Bruker

 � Robert Fucci, Northeast Accounts Manager, Bruker

10:45 - 12:00    Nanoscale IR Spectroscopy and Imaging: Looking Beyond the 
                        Diffraction Limit

 � Anirban Roy, Ph.D., Applications Scientist, Bruker

12:00 - 12:45    Lunch (provided for registered participants)

1:00 - 2:30       AFM for a Complete Range of Biological Studies: From Structural 
                        Biology to Mechanobiology and Tissue Engineering

 � Andrea Slade, Ph.D., BioAFM Product Manager, Bruker 
 

 

See Next Page for Abstracts

REGISTER NOW

BioScope Resolve nanoIR3-s

Tuesday, September 11th, 2018
Location: ASRC, 85 St. Nicholas Terrace, New York, NY

BioAFM and nanoIR 
Lunch & Learn Technology Seminar

https://goo.gl/maps/Eq7TVDj6CXH2
https://www.bruker.com/
https://www.bruker.com/events/users-meetings/surface-analysis/north-american-workshops.html
https://www.bruker.com/products/surface-and-dimensional-analysis/atomic-force-microscopes/bioscope-resolve/overview.html
https://www.bruker.com/products/surface-and-dimensional-analysis/nanoscale-infrared-spectrometers.html
http://www.asrc.cuny.edu/
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Abstracts
Nanoscale IR Spectroscopy and Imaging: Looking Beyond the Diffraction Limit
Anirban Roy, Qichi Hu, and Honghua Yang

For the last few decades the rapid growth in the field of nanoscience and technology has led 
to the development of new characterization tools for nanoscale materials. Traditional IR and 
Raman spectroscopy and imaging offers excellent chemical insights, however, the spatial 
resolution is limited by the optical diffraction limit (~λ/2). Although, recent super-resolution 
microscopy techniques offer superior spatial resolution, they are primarily implemented in 
fluorescence imaging, and hence need external fluorophore tags for detection.  Alternatively, 
nanoscale IR spectroscopy/imaging offers a “tag free” spectral detection with high spatial 
resolution beyond the optical diffraction limit (2-5 µm) by exploiting an AFM probe to detect 
either photothermal expansion force (PTIR) or near-field scattered IR light (sSNOM). Recent 
developments in PTIR and sSNOM technology have significantly augmented the speed and 
spatial resolution for chemical analysis. One of the new developments allows acquisition of 
IR images at a specific absorption band simultaneously with sample topography and nano-
mechanical properties, providing a complete set of topographical, chemical and mechanical 
insights with <10 nm spatial resolution. In this presentation, we will discuss the technical 
background and applications of these immerging technologies in different fields, e.g., 
nanomaterials, pharmaceuticals, polymers, forensics, etc.

AFM for a Complete Range of Biological Studies: From Structural Biology to 
Mechanobiology and Tissue Engineering
Andrea Slade

From high-resolution imaging of the structure and dynamic behavior of single biomolecules 
to studying the effects of various drugs or environmental conditions on the nano-mechanical 
properties of living cells and tissues, the ability for atomic force microscopy (AFM) to operate 
in fluid under near-physiological conditions makes it an ideal technique for biological research. 
In addition, the integration of AFM with advanced light microscopy techniques (e.g., confocal 
fluorescence, super-resolution, etc.) enables direct correlation of both datasets, and hence 
provides the possibility for novel biological studies, both in real time and in situ. In this 
seminar, we will present the latest advances in Bruker’s BioAFM instrumentation and will 
focus on examples of the continually growing applications of AFM in the life sciences.
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